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Let us put you first



Sell with us








Buying or selling a home is amongst the biggest financial decisions you'll ever make, so you'll want the best service, advice and value for money. So, which real estate agents are moving Aussies in the right direction, and which should be packing their bags? 




Find out more
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Search properties for sale



Buy with us







Find the perfect investment property, or home of your dreams.
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Search properties for rent



Rent with us







At First National, we make renting a home as simple as humanly possible.




Search Now
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Membership opportunities



Join us







The difference at First National Real Estate is that we're an Adaptive Cooperative, and our administration is not-for-profit. So, more of every dollar you invest in membership is returned to you in the form of leads, training, systems, brand profile and management support.
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First National Real Estate has Australia's happiest clients, according to independent research.
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Life's real estate journey is long, and the challenges you'll face at every stage are very different. That's why First National Real Estate has put together the most informative guides available in the industry.
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Buying a home is about the biggest financial commitment you'll ever make, so just as well it's one of the things in life that does come with a guidebook!
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Parting with your home is never an easy process. Check out our guidebook and how you can make your next sale as seamless as possible.
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Are you looking to maximise your earning potential with your investment property? Check out our guide and unlock the steps to a successful investment.
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Time for a move? Our tenant guide will tell you everything you need to know about your obligations as a renter, and the steps to take after your application is approved.
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Going through divorce presents one of the most stressful experiences one can endure. Our guidebook is here to help explain how this process can affect the family home, and the steps to take to ensure both parties are satisfied with the outcome.
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Is it time for a lifestyle change? Learn everything there is to know about downsizing, including what factors need to be considered, and mistakes you need to avoid. 









Commercial Investment
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Looking for an alternative to traditional rental investment? Commercial property investment is becoming increasingly popular as an opportunity for long-term wealth-creation. To learn the do's and don'ts, check out our guide. 















View our guides






	




About Us


Learn about the history of First National Real Estate


Like many modern success stories, the First National Real Estate network traces its roots to humble beginnings.

Early in 1981, a small group of independent Victorian rural real estate agents met to discuss the possibility of forming an association to maximise the 
effectiveness of their business in the face of increased competition from large, franchised organisations. As a result of this initial meeting, a steering 
committee was formed and given the task of establishing the ideals upon which such an organisation would be based. 





Read more
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We put you first







Property Management





Have a property for lease?





Australians love real estate and property investment is a proven path to financial security.


However, as a landlord, property investor, and asset owner, how do you best manage your property?







Find out more








	







Home Valuation




What is your home worth?




Buying or selling a home is amongst the biggest financial decisions you'll ever make, so you'll want the best service, advice and value for money. So, which real estate agents are moving Aussies in the right direction, and which should be packing their bags? 





Request an Appraisal
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Latest Stories












View Story
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20 Mar 24 | Buying






Most family-friendly suburbs and why?
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Must try mindfulness and wellness retreats in Australia and New Zealand
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The Top Autumn walking and hiking spots across Australia a trek!
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The Great Australian Road Trip and Routes You Must Try!
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31 Jan 24 | Investing






Financial planning tips for a stable & successful 2024!
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Tips to try before you buy you next home or investment
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12 reasons why local is best when choosing a real estate agent
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Ways to Celebrate and Care for Your Pet this Valentine’s Day
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Shattering stereotypes – the evolution of women in sport!
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Top renovation ideas to add value to your home
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The golden years – downsize your home, upsize your lifestyle!
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2024 Outlook: Trends and Projections for the Australian Property Market
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How can we help?
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Our Offices









 
With over 300 offices across Australia, New Zealand, and the South Pacific, your local First National Real Estate office is ready to help you through the next phase of your property journey. 
 



Find an Office
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Our Agents










 
Whether you're looking for the right person to sell your home, or someone to take care of your investment property, our agents are the best in the business, and always strive to put you first. 
 



Find an Agent
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Contact Us










 
Wanting to learn more about what First National Real Estate can do for your business, or for you as a property buyer, seller, investor, or renter? Contact us today and we'll be here to answer any questions you have.
 



Find out more
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Join First National










 
The First National Real Estate network offers your business brand strength, a full technology suite, outstanding professional development, management mentoring, and a full-service support model. All the while adopting the fairest, most competitive fee structure in Australasia. 
 



Find out more
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Step 1. Enter your property address









 
Next Step
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Step 2. Enter your details









Buying & Selling
Selling
Buying
Renting
Investing
Developing
Researching





Go back
Next Step
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Step 3. More information about your property (optional)



Sale
Lease


Bedrooms
1
2
3
4
5+


Bathrooms
1
2
3
4
5+


Car Spaces
1
2
3
4
5+


Land Size
200m2+
300m2+
400m2+
500m2+
750m2+
1000m2+
1500m2+
2000m2+
3000m2+
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